THIRD  REPUBLIC  AND  THE  CHURCH
The professors who had thus given the lead found an
answering echo among their colleagues, often their ex-pupils,
scattered all over France in secondary and elementary schools,
most of them keen Republicans and distrustful of the Church.
If public opinion changed so completely after 1900, this must
be largely ascribed to its quiet re-education behind the scene
by those teachers to whom the French, more perhaps than any
other people, have looked for intellectual guidance.
The " intellectuals " provided leaders; the rank and file
were found in the daily more numerous adherents of the
Radical and Socialist parties. However far La Libre Parole and
VIntransigeant could lead their leaders astray, anti-clericalism
had a tenacious hold in the French popular mind and memory;
it was too ineradicable an element in the revolutionary tradition,
and when an old Radical like Clemenceau reopened in his
paper VAurore the old offensive against the excesses of the
Church he was certain ultimately to rally many thousands
who really detested the priest more than the Jew. And victory
became assured when the young Socialist leader, Jean Jaures,
managed to persuade the mass of his followers that the Dreyfus
affair was not, as was thought at first, a mere bourgeois quarrel
with which the proletariat had no concern, but a matter of
life and death for Socialism no less than for Radicalism ; if the
Church were to triumph there was no hope for either. This
Radical-Socialist combination it was that made possible the
Waldeck-Rousseau Cabinet, won over recruit after recruit after
1900, and presented first Waldeck-Rousseau, then Combes with
the solid majorities that enabled them to carry into the Catholic
camp so terrible and ruthless a counter-offensive, and to pass
the measures thanks to which the process of finally clearing
the honour of the innocent, begun in 1903, was completed:
in July 1906 came the final verdict of the Cour de Cassation
athe*es de la jeunnesse, etres de malfaisance sociale, en sont la tete . . . ce sent
les universitaires que ces lois d'exception auraient du atteindre. Us sont la
cause premiere du mal, les veritables ennemis de Tordre social " (Renaud, La
Gonquete frotestante, p. 378). The violent attacks made on the University by
Agathon and Lasserre shortly before the war, and by M. Benjamin since, are
but episodes in the clerical offensive.
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